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ABSTRACT
Seismic hazard is the natural threat posed by earthquakes, and to assess seismic hazard one
must estimate the probability of rupture and the corresponding anticipated ground motions.
When seismic hazard is coupled to the built environment and information about the spatial
distribution of people, one can estimate seismic risk. Given the large uncertainties associated
with each of these estimates, and the fact that such estimates are amplified when trying to
perform a real-time analysis, there is little to say about the state of the art of real-time seismic
risk assessment: at present, there are no end-to-end systems for estimating real-time and timevarying seismic risk. Therefore, in this report I detail recent advances related to some of the
important ingredients in the real-time seismic risk recipe. In particular: I summarize a
retrospective time-varying evaluation of seismic risk related to the L'Aquila earthquake
sequence; I report results from an ongoing next-day earthquake forecast experiment in
California involving two models that will likely form the basis for JRA4 development; I
describe some existing related efforts and clarify their relation to NERA JRA4; and I make a
few comments regarding user needs.
(This report is intended to be a living document, at least throughout the NERA project cycle,
and therefore its version is denoted by the year and month of its most recent update.)
Keywords: NERA JRA4, seismic risk, seismic hazard, earthquake forecasting, ShakeMaps,
SAFER, ETAS, STEP, user needs
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1. INTRODUCTION
Seismic risk may be defined as the potential for earthquakes to cause injuries, deaths,
and damage to man-made structures (e.g., buildings, bridges, dams, etc.). From this
perspective, seismic risk varies in space and time and is a function of the natural hazard
posed by earthquakes coupled with anthropogenic considerations such as population density,
building classification and the distribution of structures and infrastructure, and construction
quality. Seismic hazard in turn depends on the likelihood of earthquake nucleation and factors
that include the distance from the earthquake, the direction in which the earthquake rupture
propagated, the depth of the earthquake, and soil/rock type.
Even without a fundamental physical understanding of earthquake nucleation, there
are certain elements of earthquake risk that are reasonably well-known—for instance, that
earthquakes cluster in space and time, that large earthquakes occur less frequently than small
earthquakes, and that large earthquakes are followed by “aftershocks,” smaller events that
occur near and soon after the “mainshock.” Moreover, we have some understanding of how
epicentral distance, hypocentral depth, soil type, directivity, and other factors influence
shaking caused by an earthquake. And from engineering analyses we have an idea of how
different building types react to shaking with different frequency spectra. Therefore, one can
estimate seismic risk. And given recent advances in short-term earthquake forecasting, one
can even consider the problem of real-time seismic risk.
Nevertheless, as of this writing, it appears that no country, agency, or institution has
implemented a system for real-time seismic risk assessment. Therefore, in this report, I will
describe the status and recent progress related to some of the components that would
contribute to real-time seismic risk assessment and highlight some of the relevant difficulties
and opportunities associated with this work. I summarize one proposed approach to real-time
risk that was developed after the 2009 L'Aquila earthquake; I report results from an ongoing
next-day earthquake forecast experiment in California; and I discuss the relation of some
existing products to the problem of real-time earthquake risk assessment.

2. SHORT-TERM EARTHQUAKE RISK
Following the Mw 6.3 L'Aquila earthquake on 6 April 2009, van Stiphout et al.
(2010) pondered the question “Are short-term evacuations warranted?” Using the sequence of
earthquakes in the months preceding the L'Aquila earthquake, they applied a time-varying
model (Reasenberg & Jones 1989) to estimate the rate of impending earthquakes. (Although
this model was developed using earthquakes in California, Lolli & Gasperini (2003)
estimated parameter values that could be used to analyze earthquake sequences in Italy). The
output of the rate model was used as the input to a ground motion model (Michelini et al.
2008), which yielded time-varying estimates of seismic hazard. These seismic hazard
estimates were then converted to a probabilistic loss curve using the QLARM approach
(Trendafiloski et al. 2011). The loss curve describes the estimated risk at a given place and
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time, and van Stiphout et al. analyzed how the estimated risk at L'Aquila changed throughout
the sequence of events (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Time-varying loss estimates in the L'Aquila region. Probability of exceeding 100 fatalities in the next 24
hours. Earthquakes are shown with their magnitudes. Modified from van Stiphout et al. (2010)

As of this writing, the 2010 study of van Stiphout et al. seems to be the only attempt
to work from the earthquake catalog all the way through to time-varying forecasts of seismic
risk. Even in this relatively sophisticated study, several simplifying assumptions had to be
made, and one could question the decisions made at nearly every step of the risk estimation
process. Nevertheless, this study illustrated the procedure well, and it was useful in answering
a specific question of interest: for the conditions of L'Aquila, a full evacuation was never
worthwhile.
In the wake of the L'Aquila earthquake and related to the EU-sponsored SAFER
(Seismic eArly warning For EuRope) project, scientists at the INGV (Istituto Nazionale di
Geofisica e Vulcanologia) in Rome began producing “aftershock” forecasts for internal use;
these forecasts were presented as maps of the expected distribution of earthquakes in the next
24 hours. Figure 2 is an example forecast for 12 April 2009, a few days after the
“mainshock.” This forecast was based on the ETAS (Epidemic-Type Aftershock Sequence,
Ogata 1988) model, and the details for this implementation were reported by Marzocchi &
Lombardi (2009). ETAS is a statistical model that incorporates the first-order empirical
observations of seismicity: the Gutenberg-Richter magnitude relation and the Omori-Utsu
decay of aftershock productivity. This model represents seismicity as a combination of
background seismicity (conceptualized as those events thought to be directly attributable to
tectonic loading) and triggered earthquakes. Each earthquake above a minimum magnitude
can stochastically trigger other earthquakes; the number of events that each earthquake can
trigger is a very important model parameter. Owing to its conceptual elegance, the existence
of many software tools for its estimation and simulation, and its demonstrated ability to fit
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many data sets well, ETAS has become a standard model for short-term earthquake
forecasting.

Figure 2: Expected number of M4+ earthquakes per square kilometer for 12 April 2009. Map on left
shows events prior to making the forecast, map on right shows events during the forecast period. From
Marzocchi & Lombardi (2009).

Despite its relatively long history, the ETAS model has rarely been applied in
prospective settings, and the L'Aquila sequence was perhaps the first time it was used during
a crisis. Nevertheless, as Marzocchi & Lombardi (2009) report, the forecasts were consistent
with the observations, indicating a degree of usefulness. Moreover, the Italian civil protection
agency used the forecasts, an act that is likely also a first for the ETAS model.
Inspired by the L'Aquila event and its aftermath, there has been increased interest in
real-time hazard and risk estimation in Italy, and the L'Aquila earthquake was also the
primary impetus for an international commission to convene and provide an overview and a
road map for what is now being called “operational earthquake forecasting.” The
international commission constructed a lengthy report (Jordan et al. 2011) that will likely
serve as a guide for much of the research within Work Package 14. Some seismologists are of
the strong opinion that, during a seismic crisis, seismological agencies and their workers
should not refuse to make information available solely because the information is uncertain,
because associated probabilities are quite small, or because seismologists fear that what they
say will be proved wrong by future observations. Rather, seismologists should be working in
tandem with decision-makers, providing them as much information as is available, and
allowing the decision-makers to choose the appropriate actions.
It should be noted that other groups at INGV are also developing next-day earthquake
forecasts, at least one of which combines the ETAS model and concepts from rate-and-state
friction (Falcone et al. 2010). Moreover, the civil protection agency has expressed interest in
continuing to work with researchers on operational earthquake forecasting, specifically to use
forecast information internally (rather than broadcasting this information to the public). This
6
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approach is conceptually similar to what is done in China, where seismologists convene for
an annual consultation to discuss what they believe to be the regions in China most likely to
experience damaging earthquakes in the coming year; this information is used to decide
resource allocations, to prompt preventative mitigation actions, etc.

3. SHORT-TERM EARTHQUAKE FORECASTING
Although, as mentioned in the preceding section, there have been few efforts to
systematically estimate real-time seismic risk, short-term earthquake forecasting has recently
received increased attention. In this section, I describe an ongoing experiment in California to
evaluate two short-term earthquake forecast models. It is likely that our Work Package will
either use one of these models, both of these models, or some combination or variant of these
models. The remainder of this section has been modified from a manuscript that I am
preparing with co-workers (thus the use of the first-person plural rather than the first person
singular).
Since September 2007, we have been conducting an experiment in California to test
and evaluate two models that yield next-day seismicity forecasts: the Epidemic-Type
Aftershock Sequence model (ETAS) and the Short Term Earthquake Probability model
(STEP). ETAS and STEP are statistical models that incorporate well-studied empirical
relations such as the Gutenberg-Richter magnitude distribution and the Omori-Utsu relation
for the temporal decay of “aftershock” activity. The objective of the experiment is for each
model to generate a forecast that specifies the expected number of earthquakes for the next 24
hours in bins specified by ranges of latitude, longitude, and magnitude. The spatial cells are
0.1 degrees by 0.1 degrees, and the models target all earthquakes with magnitude greater than
or equal to 3.95 in bins of 0.1 units. We have examined the first three years of results; during
this time, 270 target earthquakes occurred in the testing region, including a swarm in Baja
California throughout February 2008 and the April 2010 M 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah
earthquake.
Through the testing component of this experiment, we discovered a flaw in the STEP
implementation; it was corrected, and we evaluated forecasts based on the revised
implementation. To evaluate the models, we conducted investigations of consistency (each
model relative to the observation) and comparison (each model relative to the other). Based
on joint log-likelihood measures, we found that both models are reasonably consistent with
the the observed number of earthquakes and the magnitude distribution; ETAS is also
reasonably consistent with the spatial distribution and the joint space-rate-magnitude
distribution, while STEP is not. To compare the models, we computed the rate-corrected
average information gain per earthquake; this is the natural logarithm of the probability gain.
STEP had an average information gain of 0.43 relative to ETAS; in other words, STEP had,
on average, a 54% higher forecast rate than ETAS in bins where target earthquakes occurred,
indicating that, despite its inconsistencies, STEP was superior in this experiment.

3.1. Testing region and notation
7
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In Figure 3 we show the testing region for this experiment; it is the same used in the
Regional Earthquake Likelihood Models (RELM) experiment (Schorlemmer &
Gerstenberger 2007, Schorlemmer et al. 2010). Indeed, this experiment is identical to RELM
with two important exceptions: we consider M≥3.95 (rather than 4.95) earthquakes, and the
forecast horizon is 24 hours (rather than 5 years).

Each 24-hr forecast is specified as a 3D
vector, Λ, comprised of 391,782 bins
defined by ranges of latitude-longitudemagnitude. In each bin, the model forecasts
the number of earthquakes expected in the
next 24 hours; in the i-j-kth bin, we denote
this expectation as λijk and each bin's
forecast is characterized by Poisson
uncertainty. Likewise, each 24-hr
observation is denoted as 3D vector Ω,
where wijk is the number of earthquakes
observed in the i-j-kth bin. See Figure 4 for
cartoon representations of the forecast and
the catalog for each 24-hr period.

Figure 3: Testing region used for the 24-hr
earthquake forecast experiment. From
Schorlemmer & Gerstenberger (2010).

Figure 4: Cartoon representations of forecast and binned observations

3.2. Models
The ETAS implementation used in this experiment has been described in detail by
Zhuang (2011). Under this model, the expected number of earthquakes at time/lon/lat t/x/y
depends on contributions from previous earthquakes:
λ (t , x , y )=μ (x , y )+ ∑ ξ (t , x , y ; t i , xi , y i ,mi )
i :t i <t
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where m(x,y) is the background seismicity rate at point (x,y) and ξ (t , x , y ; t i ; x i , y i ,m i ) is
the contribution to point (t,x,y) from the previous earthquake at (ti, xi, yi) with magnitude mi.
This contribution is taken to be separable into space, time, and magnitude components; the
spatial contribution is isotropic and magnitude-dependent, the temporal contribution follows
an Omori-Utsu decay relation, and the magnitude contribution follows the Gutenberg-Richter
relation. For full details of this implementation, including computational issues related to the
difficulty in estimating model parameter values, we refer the reader to the article by Zhuang
(2011).
The STEP model follows the description given by Gerstenberger et al. (2005). It too
is based on a background seismicity model, but rather than estimating this from previous
seismicity, the background model is the source model of the National Seismic Hazard
Mapping Project. When a new earthquake of sufficient size occurs, clustering models of
various complexity are invoked. Under the simplest clustering model, the rate of
“aftershocks” with magnitude m at time t is given by
10a +b(M −m)
λ (t)=
(t +c ) p
where Mm is the “mainshock” magnitude and all other values are constants; again, this is a
mixture of the Omori-Utsu relation and the Gutenberg-Richter relation. Once an aftershock
sequence exceeds a certain productivity, a sequence-specific clustering model is used, where
the constants above are re-estimated for the individual sequence. At the same time, the model
attempts to estimate sequence-specific spatially-varying parameter values. The resulting
forecast is a weighted combination of these three clustering models and the background
model; details were described by Gerstenberger et al. (2005). When the summed
contributions from the clustering models are lower than the background model, the
background model is used.
m

The STEP and ETAS models are conceptually similar and based on the same firstorder empirical seismicity relations. On the other hand, STEP forecasts include somewhat
more complex clustering models, and ETAS is characterized by computational complexity
because it tries to estimate so many parameter values. One can also think of ETAS as simpler
because all earthquakes and all points in the forecast are treated the same; there are no
attempts to make sequence-specific parameter estimates.

3.3. Methods
We applied two classes of forecast evaluation: one for consistency of the forecast with
the observation, and one that compares the performance of each model.
3.3.1. Consistency
We applied four consistency tests based on the joint log-likelihood of the observation
given the forecast. For each model, for each 24-hr period, we compute the Poisson joint loglikelihood by summing over all bins:
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L(Ω∣Λ)=∑ ∑ ∑ (−λ ijk +ωijk log(λijk )−log(ωijk !))
i =1 j=1 k=1

We want to test the forecast consistency null hypothesis that the observed catalog is
consistent with the forecast or, more specifically, that the observed joint log-likelihood is a
result of the forecast being the correct model for seismicity. To test this hypothesis, we
simulate 10,000 catalogs from the forecast and compute the joint log-likelihood of each
̂ , which is an estimate of the distribution of joint logsimulated catalog, yielding a set of L
likelihoods under the forecast consistency null hypothesis. We then compute the fraction of
simulated likelihoods that are smaller than the observed likelihood:
̂ L<L}∣
̂
∣{ L∣
γ=
̂
∣{ L}∣
This is akin to a p-value; if γ is very small, we can reject the forecast consistency null
hypothesis with great confidence; in other words, we infer that the observation is inconsistent
with the 24-hr forecast. This procedure is known as the L test and evaluates the consistency
of the space-rate-magnitude forecast with the space-rate-magnitude observation; we also
apply equivalent tests that isolate the rate (N test), space (S test), and magnitude (M test)
dimensions. See the article by Zechar et al. (2010) for details of each of these tests.
For each day of the experiment, we performed the L test and the N test. On days when
no target earthquakes were observed, there is no spatial or magnitude observation, so we only
perform the S test and M test on days where at least one target earthquake was observed. The
performance of each 24-hr forecast is characterized by the respective quantile scores, and by
choosing a critical value, we can reduce the result to a binary decision: to reject or not reject
the forecast consistency null hypothesis. Following most other CSEP experiments, we chose
a critical value of 0.05, corresponding to 95% confidence. We can then characterize the
overall performance of the model by considering the failure rate, or the fraction of days upon
which the test was performed (N) and the null hypothesis was rejected (n). With this failure
rate, n/N, we can test the model consistency null hypothesis that the observed seismicity
distribution is consistent with the model, or more specifically, that the observed failure rate
is a result of the model being representative of seismicity. Given a critical value of 5%, we
compute the probability of obtaining a failure rate at least as big as the observed:
p=1−F( n; N ; 0.05) ,
where F(x;X;p1) is the cumulative binomial probability of observing x successes in X trials
where each trial has a success probability of p1; n is the number of observed failures, and N is
the number of days upon which the test was performed. If p is very small, the model
consistency null hypothesis is rejected, indicating that the model is inconsistent with the
observed seismicity.
3.3.2. Comparison
To directly compare the performance of the two models, we compute the ratecorrected average information gain per earthquake (Rhoades et al. 2011):
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N
λ
N −N A
1
I N (Λ , Λ )= ∑ log iB + B
N i=1
N
λi
A

B

where N is the number of observed target earthquakes, Λ A and Λ B are the forecasts to
compare, λiA is the rate of forecast Λ A in the bin of the ith earthquake, and NA is the total rate
forecast of model Λ A.
Here, a rate-corrected average information gain greater than zero favors Model A,
zero indicates no preference, and a negative value favors Model B.
This calculation is based on the set of information gains (logarithm of the probability
gains) for each observed earthquake; we subject this set of information gains to a Student's ttest and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Each of these test the model comparison null
hypothesis that the model performances are similar, or more specifically that the ratecorrected average information gain is zero. Student's t-test assumes that the set of information
gains is normally distributed and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test rests on the weaker
assumption that the distribution is symmetric. The results of these T and W tests are the ratecorrected average information gain and a p-value for each test, which can be used to reject or
not reject the model comparison null hypothesis.

Data
During the 3-yr period considered, 270 target earthquakes were observed. These are
shown in Figure 5. The observed earthquakes include a swarm of approximately one dozen
small events in Baja California and the El Mayor-Cucapah M 7.2 earthquake and its
presumed aftershock sequence, comprising approximately 120 earthquakes. We note that the
El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake occurred in the same region as the swarm.
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Figure 5: A) map of observed target earthquakes. B) Time and magnitude distribution of target earthquakes. C)
Magnitude distribution of observed target earthquakes.

3.4. Results
When reviewing preliminary results of this experiment (during the testing phase), we
uncovered an apparent error in the STEP implementation. During the Baja California swarm,
STEP forecast rates were increased in the region of the swarm, but not where the events were
occurring; rather, the rate increased were systematically offset. The panels in Figure 6
illustrate this error and its correction. Such an error is not uncommon when developing
relatively complex earthquake forecast models and requesting a very specific forecast format
for a particular region. This simply highlights the importance of the testing component of
earthquake predictability experiments (see also the work described by Werner et al. (2010),
where similar mistakes in CSEP-Italy models were discovered).
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Figure 6: ETAS (top row), STEP (middle), and corrected STEP (bottom) forecasts during the Feb 2008 swarm (9,
11, and 12 February forecasts are shown). The middle row demonstrates the registration problem of the
uncorrected STEP implementation, and the bottom row shows the correction.

In Table 1, we report the summary of consistency evaluations. Each cell shows the
failure rate and the corresponding p-value (in parentheses). For example, the values in the
first cell indicate that the ETAS model failed the N test on 18 days out of the 1096 days
considered. The probability of failing at least this often is nearly unity, indicating that the
model consistency null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The red cells indicate tests for which
we can reject the model consistency null hypothesis with great confidence: the STEP model
failed the S test and the L test far more likely than expected, indicating problems with the
spatial component of the STEP model. We are currently conducting further analysis to
understand the source of these failures. We note that we have also compared each model with
a simple time-invariant smoothed seismicity model (TripleS; Zechar & Jordan 2010) and we
can say with greater than 95% confidence that both STEP and ETAS are superior.
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Evaluation metric

Model
ETAS

STEP

18/1096 (1.000)

19/1096 (1.000)

Magnitude (M test)

5/161 (0.909)

2/161 (0.998)

Space (S test)

7/161 (0.699)

21/161 (0.000)

47/1096 (0.877)

77/1096 (0.002)

Rate (N test)

Space-rate-magnitude (L test)

Table 1: Failure rates for each test for both models with corresponding p-value in parentheses.

In Figure 7 we show the cumulative number of earthquakes observed as a function of
time, as well as the cumulative number of earthquakes forecast by each model as a function
of time. The effect of the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake is evidenced by the spike in the first
half of 2010. Both models match the trend of the observation reasonably well, although the
overall rate of STEP is consistently lower than that of ETAS.

Figure 7: Cumulative number of observed target earthquakes (black)
and STEP (green) and ETAS (red) cumulative rate forecasts.

In Figure 8 we show the individual information gains (without any rate correction) for
each observed earthquake. The rate-corrected average information gain per earthquake is
denoted by the horizontal dashed line. Points falling in the green region (I > 0) indicate a
higher rate for STEP, and points in the red indicate that ETAS had a higher forecast rate in
the bin where this earthquake occurred. The two lowest values correspond to earthquakes in
Nevada, likely unrelated to the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake. The next four lowest values
correspond to earthquakes occurring ~65 km NW of the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake. We
are currently conducting further analysis to determine where, when, and for what magnitude
earthquakes STEP has an advantage over ETAS.
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Figure 8: Information gain for each observed earthquake (blue
favors STEP, red favors ETAS)

In Figure 9 we show the temporal evolution of the rate-corrected average information
gain per earthquake, updated after each 24-hr experiment. Positive values indicate a
preference for STEP and negative values indicate a preference for ETAS. The effect of the El
Mayor-Cucapah earthquake and the events that followed in its wake are evidenced by a sharp
drop in IN, followed by an epoch of relative stability. Under both the T test and the W test,
the final value of IN(STEP, ETAS) = 0.43 can reject the model comparison null hypothesis
with great confidence. We are currently conducting further analysis to determine where,
when, and for what magnitude earthquakes STEP has an advantage over ETAS.
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Figure 9: Cumulative rate-corrected average information gain
per earthquake
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In Table 2, we show some of the individual information gains used to compute the
rate-corrected average information gain per earthquake. We do not list all 270 earthquakes,
but we highlight the events of the 2008 Baja swarm (yellow), 2 foreshocks (green) to the El
Mayor-Cucapah earthquake, the M 7.2 itself (red), and a subset of events that it presumably
triggered (cyan).

Table 2 Selected observed earthquakes and corresponding probability/information gains. Rows in yellow indicate
swarm events; the row in red indicates the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake; rows in green are foreshocks
(identified a posteriori); rows in cyan are likely aftershocks.

3.5. Possible explanation
The consistency and comparison methods do not explicitly address why a model does
well or poorly, or why one model outperforms another. Based upon visual comparison of the
17
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STEP and ETAS forecasts, we hypothesized that the method used for spatial smoothing was
causing the difference between the models. To investigate this, we designed a method to
reduce the two-dimensional forecasts to a scalar describing the smoothness of the forecast. To
compute this smoothing index, we first compute the two-dimensional Fourier transform of
the gridded forecast. The smoothing index is defined as the difference between the maximum
and the average. In Figure 10, we show the smoothing index for the STEP and ETAS
forecasts throughout the experiment. This plot confirms what is hinted at in Figure 6: ETAS
is much smoother than ETAS.

Figure 10: Smoothness index for ETAS (red) and STEP (blue) forecasts throughout the experiment

In fact, spatial smoothing differences can explain the overall results from the
consistency tests and the comparison test. ETAS uses a very broad smoothing kernel and
STEP uses a very narrow kernel. In the comparison test, STEP benefits because it essentially
has a “higher resolution” than ETAS; ETAS is smoother than the observed seismicity. At the
same time, in the consistency tests STEP is penalized for not smoothing enough. In this
sense, STEP is overly precise—when an earthquake happens that is somewhat distant from
the recent events, STEP is judged to be inconsistent.

3.6. An alternative approach
The evaluation methods considered above emphasize hypothesis testing (in the
consistency tests) and model selection (in the comparison tests). In either case, one potential
result is to “reject” a forecast model if a p-value is smaller than some arbitrarily chosen
critical value. An alternative approach that we (Marzocchi, Zechar, and Jordan) are
developing as part of the EU-sponsored REAKT (strategies and tools for Real Time
EArthquake RisK ReducTion) project is to use Bayes' Theorem to calculate posterior
probabilities for each model in a set of candidate models. This is also based on likelihood but
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can additionally incorporate prior knowledge, including information about model correlation
and performance in previous experiments. We write Bayes' Theorem:
P (Λ j )exp( L (Ω∣Λ j ))
P (Λ j∣Ω)=
P(Ω)
j
th
where P (Λ ) is the prior probability of the j model, P(Ω) is a normalizing constant, and
the term on the left hand side is the posterior probability, the probability that the jth model is
the best from the set of candidate models. Using this type of analysis, no model is rejected;
rather its posterior probability will approach zero if it provides a very poor fit to the observed
data. We also consider how the posterior probabilities evolve throughout an experiment,
updating after each new target earthquake and allowing events to delineate testing phases: the
prior for the current phase is the posterior from the previous phase. Rather than assuming that
all models are equally likely in the beginning of the experiment (i.e., using a uniform prior),
we explicitly account for model correlation in the initial priors. Models that are highly
correlated will have reduced priors (except when we have only two models). One can then
use the posterior probabilities to build a weighted-average ensemble forecast; if the weights
are themselves just the posterior probabilities, this is called Bayesian Model Averaging
(BMA).

Figure 11: Posterior probabilities (left) and BMA weights (right) for each of the candidate models throughout the
experiment

In Figure 11, we illustrate this method using a subset of the RELM forecasts. The
panel on the left shows how posterior probabilities evolve throughout the experiment, and the
panel on the right shows how the BMA ensemble forecast is constructed.
A similar approach might yield increased predictive skill for short-term earthquake
forecasting. Considering the example of STEP and ETAS, blending these models might
alleviate the inconsistencies of STEP and allow a higher predictive performance. Earthquake
forecast model averaging, or more generally, model combination, is an ongoing research
topic that can drive developments of JRA4.

4. ASSOCIATED DEVELOPMENTS
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There are several ongoing developments that are related to the objectives of JRA4.
ShakeMaps are maps of estimated shaking intensity and ground motion that are constructed
by the USGS immediately after large earthquakes; these maps an be used to estimate regions
of high damage and thereby allocate emergency resources. In Figure 12, I show an example
ShakeMap for a recent earthquake east of Tokyo. In this example, the shaking was rather
light and therefore no rescues were required.

Figure 12: Example USGS ShakeMap for M5.7 event east of Tokyo

ShakeMaps are produced after an earthquake based on instrument measurements and
are produced in “nearly real-time” and could potentially be used in a real-time risk
assessment system. In particular, ShakeMap information could be used to drive the updating
of building fragility functions (i.e., NERA Task 14.2).
The USGS also operates the PAGER (Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for
Response) system, which estimates the number of deaths and economic losses in the wake of
large earthquakes. This is an alternative to the WAPMERR (World Agency of Planetary
Monitoring and Earthquake Risk Reduction) estimates of the same quantities; WAPMERR
also estimates injuries. Again, both of these systems are conditional on large earthquakes
happening and only make assessments of losses after the earthquake. This is different from
the work to be done in NERA Task 14.1, but the PAGER and WAPMERR estimates might
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be comparable with the output of that task. In Figure 14 I show example PAGER analysis of
the disastrous Haiti M7 earthquake of 2010.

21
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Figure 13 Example PAGER output, shown here for the 2010 Haiti M7 earthquake.
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5. USER NEEDS
Identifying user needs is a goal associated with NERA Task 14.4, but it is worth
making a few relevant comments in this report.
User needs will undoubtedly vary from nation to nation. A striking example is the
difference between Italy's reaction to the 6 April 2009 M6 L'Aquila earthquake and Japan's
reaction to the 11 March 2011 M9 Tohoku earthquake. As mentioned earlier in this report,
the Italian civil protection agency has expressed its intent to develop operational earthquake
forecasting infrastructure and an interest in working closely with researchers on short-term
earthquake forecasting. On the other hand, the majority of efforts in Japan are aimed at
continued improvement of physics-based long-term seismic hazard modeling, with little work
targeting risk estimation. It is therefore difficult to make general statements about user needs
in this context.
Nevertheless, in the case of the L'Aquila earthquake, the international commission
made some recommendations to Italian civil protection, and given that our work package
emphasizes crisis situations for which L'Aquila is the primary example, these
recommendations can guide JRA4 work. Specifically, we will employ rigorous quantitative
methods with an aim to generate probabilistic risk estimates for decision-makers, and we aim
to make these time-varying estimates as quickly as possible given inevitable delays in data.
The precise form of this output will be guided by the findings of Task 14.4; on this point our
work package participants are quite flexible. Given the recent developments described in this
report, we are poised to make genuine progress on the problem of real-time earthquake risk
assessment.
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